aqua4ma
wet room systems

aqua4ma
Wet Room systems
There is no doubt that a fully tiled wet-floor extending
into the shower area creates a stunning look, but
appearances can be deceptive and its what’s lying
beneath the surface that counts.
With aqua4ma by Kudos you can create the perfect
wetroom with the comfort of knowing that the elements
you cannot see, but need to rely on, have been designed
by one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of high quality
showering products with the added comfort of a lifetime
guarantee against material or manufacturing defects.
Choose between the versatile aqua4ma central, suitable
for both tiled and vinyl floor covering, or aqua4ma linear
with its stylish tiled drain cover.

*Guarantee applies to material and manufacturing defects only.
See website for full Terms and Conditions.

aqua4ma

aqua4ma
Wet Room systems
Both systems utilize the patented aqua4ma in-floor galvanized
steel tray and a pre-shaped extruded uPVC shower deck which
is waterproof and safe to walk on even before tiling and can be
fitted to both wooden and solid floors.
Additional uPVC floor and wall panels can be added to create a
complete wet-floor or total wet-room solution. Joints are solvent
welded together to form a solid structure which is guaranteed
+ aqua4ma central shower deck

waterproof for life*.
Floor and wall panels can be screwed directly to wooden floors
or bonded to solid floors with a cement based flexible tile
adhesive. The uPVC panels self seal around screws so no further
treatment is required and the system is ready to tile within
minutes of fitting. Longevity is ensured as unlike other systems
the robust nature of aqua4ma panels allow for the removal
and replacement of tiles without compromising the waterproof
integrity of the system.

+ aqua4ma linear shower deck
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aqua4ma
linear

aqua4ma linear
As versatile as you need
As a home-owner you will appreciate the aqua4ma linear
Shower Deck for its high performance as well as its modern,
sleek and stylish appearance.
As an installer you will not only appreciate the versatility, ease
and speed of fitting the aqua4ma linear Shower Deck, you will
also enjoy the comfort of knowing that you are providing your
customers with a product guaranteed for life* and backed by a
trusted British manufacturer.

Features
+ Ultra-low level 19mm shower deck
+ Fits to existing finished floor or to false floor created at joist level
+ Deck size: 1185mm x 900mm, easily extended
+ Simple and quick to install with no drying times
+ Waste design allows for avoidance of joist for easy installation

*Guarantee applies to material and manufacturing defects only.
See website for full Terms and Conditions.
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aqua4ma linear
Product Specifications
Width Extension Panels
The aqua4ma linear Shower Deck comes in a standard size of
+ Standard: 19mm above existing floor level

+ Standard: 10mm above existing floor level

aqua4ma linear Shower Deck mounted on top of

Flooring removed to size of aqua4ma linear Shower

Two sections of aqua4ma panelling each150mm wide are

existing floor level. 19mm aqua4ma Panels can then be

Deck, create a false floor at joist level, add plywood

shaped to match the falls of the shower deck and can be

used to extend the waterproof area to the same height

panel to lift shower deck 10mm above existing floor

trimmed to suit the size required.

of the shower deck.

level to allow joining to aqua4ma Floor Panels. Then

1185mm x 900mm. This can be extended with the addition of
the 300mm width extension pack.

use aqua4ma 10 mm Panels to waterproof all or part
of the floor to the same height as the shower deck.

+ D
 eck Size: 1185 x 900mm
Extension panels: 150 x 900mm

+ Ultra-Low: 19mm above joist level

+ Ultra-Low: 19mm above joist level

Flooring removed to size of shower deck and false

(Additional waterproof floor area at same level)

floor created at joist level. aqua4ma linear Shower

Flooring removed to desired area and false floor

Deck fitted.

created at joist level.
aqua4ma linear Shower Deck and 19mm floor panels
fitted within the removed floor area.
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aqua4ma

•
+ Stainless Steel Tiling Tray

linear kit

•
+ Inner Cup

+ Stainless Steel Inner Frame

•

+ Threaded Connector

•
•

+ Blanking Plate

+ Skirting Panels

•

•

+ Linear Shower Deck

•
+ Side Edging Strip

•

+ Threaded Connector

•

+ Steel Tray

+ Waste Body

•

aqua4ma linear

Installing aqua4ma linear
aqua4ma’s incredible versatility ensures you can
create a wet room to suit your needs. How you install
the aqua4ma Skirting, Floor and Wall Panels is only

Product Specifications

limited by the type of installation you want to make.
The aqua4ma linear system can be installed on

Installing Over Joists

its own to provide a low-level shower deck or in
conjunction with aqua4ma Floor / Wall Panels to
create a larger, totally watertight area.

+ Wet Areas
Shower Deck Kit & Skirting installation
This installation incorporates the aqua4ma linear
Shower Deck Kit plus Skirting to the showering
area only.
Remaining floor area must be built up to the same
level as aqua4ma Base.

aqua4ma linear has two waste
hole positions (Fig1 & 2).
If joists run along the length of
the deck, you simply choose the

+ Fig 1

position that will avoid them.

Should joists run across the
deck (Fig 3) and obstruct the

+ Fig 2

waste location, a wedge shaped

+ Wet Floors

extension panel is available
(Fig 4).
This 250mm trim-to-fit panel

+ Fig 3

solvent welds to the base so
it can be moved away from
the obstructing joist whilst
maintaining the fall to ensure
efficient drainage.
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+ Fig 4

+ Wet Rooms

Floor & Skirting Installation

Shower Area Installation

Entire floor is covered using the appropriate aqua4ma

Entire floor plus walls within the shower area are

Panels. The walls are fitted with aqua4ma Skirting

covered using the appropriate aqua4ma Panels.

Panels.

The remainder of the walls are fitted with aqua4ma
Skirting Panels.

Panel Packs

Shower Deck Kit

Product Code

Price inc. VAT

1200 x 800 x
10mm - pack of 2

WRAQ102

£110

includes metal panel, waste, grabber and solvent weld

1200 x 800 x
10mm - pack of 3

WRAQ103

£150

Extension Panels

1200 x 800 x
13mm - pack of 2

WRAQ132

£135

1200 x 800 x
13mm - pack of 3

WRAQ133

£190

1200 x 800 x
15mm - pack of 2

WRAQ152

£140

1200 x 800 x
15mm - pack of 3

WRAQ153

£205

1200 x 800 x
19mm - pack of 2

WRAQ192

£170

1200 x 800 x
19mm - pack of 3

WRAQ193

£260

Description

Product Code

Price inc. VAT

1185 x 900 Linear
Shower Deck Kit

WRLT12900

£820

Description

Product Code

Price inc. VAT

Width Extension Panels
Pack of 2

WRLT150EXT

£93

Length Extension Panel

WRLT250EXT

£47

Skirting
Description

Product Code

Price inc. VAT

1200 x 150 x 10mm
Pack of 4

WRAQSK102

£59

1200 x 150 x 15mm
Pack of 4

WRAQSK152

£73

Description

aqua4ma linear
Product Specification
Carry Out Packs
aqua4ma linear is not only simple and straight forward to install,
we have also made the purchasing process easier with our handy
carry out packs. Our most popular sizes are now available in
pre-packed boxes that will provide you with everything needed
to install a 3 or 4m2 wet room area right away.

Each complete pack contains:
+ 1185mm x 900mm Linear Shower Deck
+ aqua4ma Panels either 19mm (standard level) or 10mm (low level)

Fixings

+ Skirting panels

Description

Product Code

Price inc. VAT

Solvent Weld
300ml tube

WRSW

£16

+ Length extension to help avoid joists
+ Waste kit
+ Grabber and solvent weld
+ 1185mm x 900mm x 10mm plywood panel (low level only)

Carry Out Packs
Description

Product Code

Price inc. VAT

3m2 - Standard Level

WRSLLKC319

£995

4m2 - Standard Level

WRSLLKC419

£1100

3m - Low Level

WRFLLKC310

£925

4m - Low Level

WRFLLKC410

£1005

2
2

+ 4m2 - Standard Level

+ 4m2 - Low Level
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aqua4ma
central

aqua4ma central
As versatile as you need
With a choice of deck sizes and suitability for both tile and vinyl
flooring the aqua4ma central system is versatile and suitable for
virtually any situation. The 5 standard deck sizes can be trimmed
to suit exact requirements.

Features
+ Quick and easy to install
+ Suitable for use on timber or solid floors
+ Minimal joinery required
+ aqua4ma central wet room

+ No need to reduce height of floor joists or cut floorboards
flush with adjoining wall
+ Suitable for standard 18mm and 22mm flooring
+ Suitable for tile or vinyl floor waste options
+ Suitable for use with underfloor heating

*Guarantee applies to material and manufacturing defects only.
See website for full Terms and Conditions.
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aqua4ma central

Shower Tray Pack
+ Square Stainless Steel Grill
The aqua4ma central shower Tray Pack
includes all the elements needed to provide a

Product Specifications

+ Grill Retainer

strong, safe, reliable and watertight showering
base. Each pack consists of:

Tray Pack Size Options

Shower Base

aqua4ma is now more flexible and versatile than ever. aqua4ma
central shower tray packs are available in 5 standard sizes, the
base being trimmable for maximum versatility.
Bases can be cut to various shapes and sizes by trimming one,
two, three or all four sides of the base sides up to the nontrimmable area, giving you the opportunity to create an infinite
number of tray sizes to suit almost any bathroom requirement.

The uPVC Pre-formed base allows water

+ Inner Cup

•

drainage down all 4 sides to the integrated
waste. No pre-treatment is required as all
bases are manufactured with a rough textured

•

+ Threaded Connector

Metal tray area

1300 x 1300mm: Made up of 900 x 900
base plus 4 x 200 mitred extension pieces.
Metal tray 700 x 700mm 15mm base
outer edge

+ Shower Base

•

finish to give an excellent key for tile and vinyl
•

adhesives.
Galvanised Metal Tray

•

Strong galvanised tray to accept shower base
Trimmable area

•

•

and is screw fixed to joists and floorboards.
Waste Unit

+ Rubber Sealing Bung
•

Tiled waste option and vinyl waste option
available. Specifically designed by McAlpine,
the waste unit fixes to the underside of the
metal tray and can be rotated through 15°
increments to assist in plumbing work. The top

+ Waste Unit
+ Galvanised Metal Tray

access trap has a removable dip tube for easy
1700 x 900mm:
Metal tray 900 x 510mm
15mm base outer edge

1300 x 900mm:
Metal tray 700 x
510mm 15mm
base outer edge
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cleaning. Standard 50mm water seal designed

1500 x 900mm:
Metal tray 800 x 510mm
15mm base outer edge

to take 50mm/2” solvent weld waste pipe (not
900 x 900mm:
Metal tray 700 x
700mm 10mm
base outer edge

supplied). Flow rates based on 15mm head

Grabber Adhesive
Used to bond shower base to metal tray during installation.

of water:

Packing Pieces

Tiled Option - 37 litres/min

4mm thick packing strips for fixing to joists when installing on

Vinyl Option - 33 litres/min.

22mm thick floorboards.

Key Installation Stages
1

2

3

Place shower base in required position against wall/s and mark

Using circular saw, saw depth to suit floor thickness and remove the

Mark centre lines of exposed joists onto flooring. Insert metal tray

position of centre waste hole onto flooring. Remove base and

area of floorboards. Connect waste body using 50mm/2” solvent

into cut-out and transfer drawn lines onto tray. Drill and countersink

position metal tray ensuring waste hole is centred over marked

weld waste pipe (not supplied), ensuring waste body is positioned to

two holes per joist through metal tray to suit csk-head wood screws

position. Mark corners of tray onto flooring. Measure and draw lines

centre of the cut-out. Screw fix 4” x 2” (100 x 50mm) timbers (not

(not supplied). Screw metal tray into position.

inside of marked corners, this is the area of flooring to be removed.

supplied) to underside of flooring to strengthen the edges of the
cut-out.

4

5

6

Apply beads of KUDOS Grabber Adhesive to base of metal tray and

Using KUDOS Solvent Weld, apply a continuous bead to the edge

Apply a continuous bead of solvent weld to the edge of the shower

the 4 outer flanges as shown. Carefully position shower base into

of the shower base, as shown. Lay the first aqua4ma panel up to

base, as shown. Lay the first panel onto base and against the wall

position and stand on it to ensure it is fully bedded down onto tray

the edge of the base applying pressure to ensure the panel is fitted

applying pressure to ensure the panel is fitted firmly against the

and floor. Secure in place by using drywall screws (not supplied)

firmly against the base edge. Secure the panel in place using drywall

base. Secure the panel in place using drywall screws at approx.

around the perimeter at 150mm centres ensuring these avoid the

screws at 150mm centres, then wipe clean surplus solvent weld.

150mm centres into the stud-work, then wipe clean surplus solvent

metal tray underneath.

Joints should be staggered, as shown to help strengthen the overall

weld.

assembly.
Panels can be fixed to solid walls, e.g. brickwork or blockwork, by applying a cement based flexible tile adhesive (NOT READY MIXED) to the back of the panels using a deep notched trowel.
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aqua4ma central

aqua4ma Panels

Product Specifications
Avoiding Joists Or Pipes
Avoiding joists or pipes under the floorboards is easy with aqua4ma.
aqua4ma Skirts

If the base position results in the waste being over a joist you can

aqua4ma Panels

either trim the base then re-position against wall/s or offset the base

aqua4ma Panels are available in three different

Available in 10mm and 15mm thicknesses aqua4ma

away from the relevant wall and fill the gap using aqua4ma panel.

thicknesses, 10mm, 13mm and 15mm, to suit the

Skirting measures 1200 x 150mm and are supplied in

Move tray forward and fill gap with aqua4ma panel.

relevant Shower base. Each supplied either in 2 or

packs of four.

3 panel packs. The panels measure 1200 x 800mm

aqua4ma Panels and Skirting are both easily trimmable

(approx.) providing almost a square metre of coverage.

and can be fitted to both floor and walls by either

+ M
 ove tray forward and fill
gap with aqua4ma panel.

15mm panels are supplied with tongue and grooved
edges to assist on installation. 10mm and 13mm
panels are supplied square edged.
Please refer to the table on page 122 to calculate

Direction
Of Joists

+ M
 ove tray forward and fill
gap with aqua4ma panel.

which panel thickness you require for floor.

screw fix method for timber floors and wall studwork
or by applying cement based flexible tile adhesive to
reverse of panels for solid floors and walls.
No pre-treatment is required as all panels are
manufactured with a rough textured finish to give an
excellent key for tile and vinyl adhesives.

aqua4ma Solvent Weld
aqua4ma Solvent Weld (sold separately) is supplied in 300ml tubes,
suitable for 20 linear metres of joints or approximately four 1200 x
800 aqua4ma Panels and is applied using a standard ‘silicone gun’. This
specially formulated solvent provides an incredibly strong and watertight

Direction Of Joists
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joint to all uPVC panels and Shower base.

Installing aqua4ma to meet your needs
aqua4ma’s incredible versatility ensures you can create a wet room to suit your needs. How you install the aqua4ma

aqua4ma central

Skirting, Floor / Wall Panels is only limited by the type of installation you want to make.

Product Specification
Installing Panels & Skirting
To achieve a flush finish to existing wall surface, plasterboard/plaster
must be removed then panels & skirting are fitted to studwork/
solid wall flush to wall surface. Shower base must be positioned to
Full Room Installation

Shower Room Installation

Entire floor and all walls are covered with the appropriate

Entire floor plus walls within the shower area are covered

aqua4ma Panels.

using the appropriate aqua4ma Panels.

Note: Guarantee of water tightness applies only to where

The remainder of the walls are fitted with aqua4ma

the aqua4ma product has been installed..

Skirting Panels.

studwork/solid wall so that panels and skirting can be solvent welded
to top of this.
Plasterboard/plaster to be removed and skirting panels fitted
ensuring these are flush with the wall surface. Solvent weld all joints.

Solid Wall
Plaster
Flexible Tile Adhesive
aqua4ma Skirting
KUDOS Solvent Weld
aqua4ma Base or Panels

Stud Wall
Floor & Skirting Installation

Shower Tray Pack & Skirting Installation

Plasterboard

The entire floor is covered using the appropriate aqua4ma

This installation incorporates the aqua4ma central Shower

aqua4ma Skirting

floor panels.

Tray Pack plus Skirting to the showering area only.

KUDOS Solvent Weld

The walls are fitted with aqua4ma Skirting Panels.

Remaining floor area must be built up to the same level as

aqua4ma Base or Panels

aqua4ma Base.
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& tile waste unit.
Description

Shower base
The bases can also be trimmed on one, two or three sides - any cut
side(s) should be placed against a wall to ensure the outer uncut
side(s) retaining the same edge thickness, face into the room.

Y
Direction
X
Direction

X
Direction
Y
Direction

Shower Tray Sizes

16

Reduction in outer edge
thickness for every 10mm trim
X

Y

900mm x 900mm

0.25mm

0.25mm

1300mm x 1300mm

0.25mm

0.25mm

1300mm x 900mm

0.25mm

0.37mm

1500mm x 900mm

0.20mm

0.37mm

1700mm x 900mm

0.18mm

0.37mm

Price
inc. VAT

1200 x 800 x 10mm
Pack of 2 panels

WRAQ102

£110

Product Code

Price inc. VAT

900 x 900mm Pack

WR900

£615

WRAQ103

£150

1300 x 1300mm Pack*
includes extension pieces

1200 x 800 x 10mm
Pack of 3 panels

WR1300

£840

WRAQ132

£135

1300 x 900mm Pack

WR13900

£760

1200 x 800 x 13mm
Pack of 2 panels

1500 x 900mm Pack

WR15900

£780

WRAQ133

£190

1700 x 900mm Pack

WR17900

£795

1200 x 800 x 13mm
Pack of 3 panels
1200 x 800 x 15mm
Pack of 2 panels

WRAQ152

£140

1200 x 800 x 15mm
Pack of 3 panels

WRAQ153

£205

Description

Product Code

Price
inc. VAT

Solvent Weld
300ml tube

WRSW

£16

*1300 x 1300mm packs include solvent weld.
Please refer to table
shown to calculate
the reduction in
edge thickness
dependent on
amount trimmed
on each side.

Product Code

Description

aqua4ma central Shower Tray Packs - for vinyl surfaces
Each pack consists of shower base, metal tray, grabber adhesive

aqua4ma Fixings

& tile waste unit.
Description

Product Code

Price inc. VAT

900 x 900mm Pack

WR900V

£615

1300 x 1300mm Pack*
includes extension pieces

WR1300V

£840

1300 x 900mm Pack

WR13900V

£760

1500 x 900mm Pack

WR15900V

£780

1700 x 900mm Pack

WR17900V

£795

*1300 x 1300mm packs include solvent weld.

Standard waste option

Vinyl waste option for

for tiled floors

vinyl floor coverings

aqua4ma Skirting Packs

dia 200mm

Description

Product Code

Price inc. VAT

1200 x 150 x 10mm
Pack of 4 lengths

WRAQSK102

£59

1200 x 150 x 15mm
Pack of 4 lengths

WRAQSK152

£73

To underside of metal tray
46.5mm
i/dia 56mm

Product Specifications

Each pack consists of shower base, metal tray, grabber adhesive

aqua4ma Panel Packs

800mm

aqua4ma central

aqua4ma central Shower Tray Packs - for tiled surfaces

dia 112mm

To suit 50mm/2”
solvent weld waste pipe

aqua4ma

Thank you for your interest in KUDOS products

Product Availabilty

Image Reproduction

KUDOS products are available from specialist bathroom

All images contained in this brochure are the copyright of

retailers and plumbers merchants. For full details of your

Kudos Shower Products Ltd and may not be reproduced in

nearest stockist please refer to:

any form without prior written consent.

www.kudosshowers.co.uk
LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Pricing

All Kudos branded products carry a lifetime guarantee

All prices in this brochure are inclusive of VAT at the rate

against faulty workmanship or materials excluding

of 20%. Kudos Shower Products Ltd reserves the right to

consumables. The guarantee does not cover normal wear

introduce changes without prior notice.

and tear, damage caused by misuse or problems arising
from faulty installation or any damage or defects to glass

Product Specifications & Dimensions

once assembly / installation has commenced. The

All dimensions are in millimetres, unless otherwise

guarantee is valid only for the original purchaser and is not

specified. Whilst every effort is taken to provide accurate

transferable. Proof of purchase may be required for a claim

information, the details contained in this brochure are for

under guarantee. The guarantee covers the product only;

guidance purposes only. Dimensions shown are nominal

Kudos cannot accept responsibility for subsequential loss

and product specification is subject to change without

or damage. For full details of our guarantee please visit

*Guarantee applies to material and manufacturing defects only.

notice. References to ‘silver’ relate to colour only.

www.kudosshowers.co.uk

See website for full Terms and Conditions.

www.kudosshowers.co.uk

Kudos Shower Products Ltd
Elmsfield Park, Holme
Cumbria LA6 1RJ
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)15395 64040
Fax: +44 (0)15395 64141
Email: sales@kudosshowers.co.uk
www.kudosshowers.co.uk
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